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Segmentation of ¡mages by variational methods:
a constructive approach 1

JEAN-MICHEL MOREL and SERGIO SOLIMINI

ABSTRACT. Wc give a constructive proob that given a bounded Iunction on a

rectangle R, the minimum of the following bunctional is achieved:

E(u,B) = IIu — gIV~(R> +1(B),

where B is a finite set ob C’ curves lii R and u is locally constant in R —B. In image
processing, g can be interpreted as an image (g(x,y) is the grey level a! (x,y)) and the
curves ob B as the contours of the image, u representing the mean value inside each
contour. Following ideas ob Mumbord and Shah, our proob suggests a method br
transborming an image into a cartoon.

1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

One ob ihe central problems in image processing (and more generally in
signal or data analysis) is the so called ¿<segmentation problem».

By an «image» we mean (we adopí a conhinuous deierminisiic model) a
real function g on an open rectangle R in IR2; g(x,y) is ihe «grey-level» at ihe
poiní (x,y). An «image segmentation» is a pair (u, B) where B is a set of
piecewise C’ curves, which we calI «contours», and u a real bunetion which is
regular on connected componenis of R/B.

In a «good» segmeniation (u, B), ihe cunes of B should be the boundaríes
ob homogeneous arcas in the image and u a son ob mean or, more generally, a
regularized version of g in the interior of such arcas.
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A fulí account ob this problem can be found, e.g., in Rosenbeld and Kak
[8]: many algorithmic approaches have been defined about how to define u
and B, bu! only very recently the work ob 5. and D. Geman [4] has suggested
that many tasks in image processing should be achieved by rninimizing sorne
ad itoc energy bunctional defined on a set of pictures. This idea has been
developped by D. Mumford and J. Shah [7] in a deterministie bramework.
They propose a global variational rnethod bor boundary detection in irnages,
motivated by the baiíure ob presen! local rnethods bor giving psychologically
reasonable contours in sorne non pathological cases.

According to the simplest version ob this model, a segmentation ob g is a
pair (u, fi) where Bis a finite set of piecewise O noncrossing curves brom [0,1]
into R (with sorne ends eventually on the boundary ob R), and u is locally
constant on R/S(B). 5(B) denotes the support ob O. Mumford and Shah have
proved in [6] the bolJowing theorem:

Theore¡n. Let g be a measurable borindedfrincrion un R. Titen tite mininirim
of tite following functional ix atíained ai’ xome fi:

E(u, B) = ¡u — g¡¡L~R) + lengtit(B)

lite curves of tite minimrim fi are infací O for an ad itoc parametrization and
meet eacit otiter of!>’ at tri¡‘le pointx wii’it 1200 angles. Tite>’ can also end at tite
houndary of R wiíit 90~ angles. ¡f y ix continrious, each interior poiní x of a
curve c ver¼estite following Euler-Lagranqe equar ion:

(Crirvature of c at x) = (jump of (u — g)2 accroxx c at x)

In these notes we shall give an elernentary constructive proob ob this
theorem. Qur proof has been obiained independently, as the preceding result
was announced, but unpublished. Its seope is also very difl<erent. Ihe proob ob
Mumford and Shah [6] is based on geornetric measure theory. Can tIte model
lead to a computational approach? In otber words, 1mw can we define and
handie minirnizing sequences with good computational properties? A first
answer to this question has been to give a proob ob the preceding result
providing usebul ~oolsbor handiing segmenta!ions made obaffine curves along
a minimizing sequence: we shall consider a minimizing sequence fi0 oF
segmentations made ob piecewise afline curves and give ti priori lower bounds
on ihe areas ob the connected components ob R/S(B»). We also deduce upper
bounds on the number ob curves defining fi, and on the number ob
geometrícal crossings ob fi0 and prove that alt these estimates pass to the
limit. Titese esuimates are not true for any minimizing sequence. One has to
work with minirnizing sequences made ob affine curves and which, brom tite
image processing viewpoint, have sorne «nonmerging property»: Tite «non-
merging property» is that no boundary between two homogeneous zones ob
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tite segmeniation can be removed wiihout increasing lite energy. An affine
segmenialion being given, this properiy can be achieved in a construclive way
by eventually removing the non usebul boundaries. (Tite only reason for
whicit we choose lo consider segmeniations made of afflne curves is that
adding a segment to sucit segmeniations cannot creale infinitely many
crossings).

Numerical analysis. The preceding resulí and tite lemmas given nexí
suggesi a melitod for computing a minimizing segmentation. Tite algorithm
should works as bollows:

— Introduce sorne reasonable initial segmenialion (bor instance given by
lite classical metitod ob zero-crossings ob tite Laplacian)

— Merging bor obtaining tite nonmerging properiy mentioned aboye.
— Modibying tite boundaries in order titat tite «elasticity» condition

aboui tite curvature is verified.
Titis describes a determinisiic gradiení procedure. In order to atíain a

good minimum, one sitould splii again stocitasiically lite regions by adding
new edges, and tesí wether lite nonmerging property is still verified. Titis
would correspond lo an annealing-like metitod [4].

Nurnerical lesis are beginning now.

Validity of the metbod. It will be of course decided by praclical
experiments. Sorne researchers in image processing itave suggesied to us thai
the original signal to be segmenied sitould be lite absolule value of the
gradient ob g, ratiter litan lite grey levels q(x, y). Now, whaíever may be tite
borm and meaning ob lite signal lo be segmented, it is clear thaI a global
varialional approacit will involve a funclional wilit one- and iwo-dimensional
lerms. Among such bunctionals, lite funclional whicit we sitalí study is clearly
tite simplest one!

A related work. After litis work was complete, we learned that a researcher
ob Harvard, Yang Wang [9], has made another consiruclive proof of tite
aboye titeorem. Tite method of Yang Wang is differenl from ours buí has also
its compuiational interesí: he defines a discretisalion of the minimization
problem, wilh reslriclions on lite number and lengtit of the segmenis, and
oblains a priori bounds witicit allow to pass lo lite limil.

Contenis. We sitalí prove in seclion 1 that E is lower semicontinuous bor a
suitable íopology.

In seclion 2 we consider a minimizing sequence fi, of segmeniatxons made
of piecewise afflne curves and give a priori lower bounds on tite arcas ob the
connecied components ob R/S(B,).

In section 3 we deduce upper bounds on tite number of curves definíng fi,
and on tite number of geomeirical crossings f fi,,. Seclion 4 is devoted to tite
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proof titat alí titese eslimates pass to tite limit along a minimizing sequence
and concludes lite proof of tite theorem.

We begin with sorne notations and definitions witicit will be useful in tite
bollowing.

TIte funetion g. II is a bounded measurable real bunction on a rectangle R.
II represents tite grey levels ob a reciangular image. Without loss of generality
we sitail assume titat ¡g(x, y)¡ =1.

The energy E(S). Note titat given B, tite corresponding minimal u is
completely defined by tite fact that its value on eacit connected component of
R/S(B) is equal to tite mean value of u on titis connected component. Titus we
sitalí always assume in lite bollowing thai to each B is associaled ihis unique
u. Titerefore we sitalí write E(B) instead of E(u, B).

Length of a cune c froni [0, 1] luto R. II is tite minimal Lipscititz constant
of c’ax witere x: [0, 1]—40, 1] is a reparameirization of e. By Ascoii-Arzela
titeorem titis rninimum, if fxnite, is acitieved. lf c is one to one, tite lengtit 1(c) ob
e can be equ¡valently defmed as tite supremum. ob tite lengtits ob alí piecewise
affine curves witose vertices borrn a finite sequence 4sf) c(s&) wí!it
s1 -cs2 < ... <St. In what follows, we sitalí always deal with Lipscititz curves.

Tips of a curve e. c(0) and c(1).

Interior points of a curve. AII otiter points ob tite range of c.

Noncrossing curves. c is noncrossing if lis restriction to ]0, 1[ is one to one.
Tite curves e1 and c3 are noncrossing ib liteir interiors do nol meet.

Piecewise affbie cune. A curve whose support is made of a finite number
ob segments.

Segnientation B. By segmentation we denote a frnite family ob noncrossing
Lipschitz curves, B=(ck)k. Ib they are piecewise C’, we sitalí calI it O.

Segmentation. Ib iitey are piecewise afine, we sitalí cali it piecewise afine
xegmentation.

Geometrical support of B. It is denoled by 5(B) and is tite union ob tite
ranges ob lite ck.

Geornetrical crossings of fi. Ah tite points of 5(B) at whicit 5(B) is not
locally a one dimensional coníinuous manifold. Since tite curves of B are one
to one: ]0, 1[-.*R, iitey are sirnply ah tite points ob tite closure ob R witere a
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curve meets tite inierior of anotiter, witere at least titree curves itave a
common tip, witere a curve meets lite boundary of R.

Geonietrical curves of B. AII tite one dimensional submanifolds of B witicit
itave titeir boundary conlained in lite sel of geomeirical crossings ob B and
witich contain no geometrícal crossing in liteir interior.

Length of B. Let B=(ck)k be a finile bamily of curves (Bis not necessarily a
segmentation). Hy lengiit of fi, 1(B), we mean tite minimun of tite sum ob tite
lengihes ob tite Ck.

1(B) = mm E,, l(c,<)

titis minimum being taken among aH possible represeniaiions of S(B) as the
union ob tite ranges of Lipscitiiz curves ~. IfB is a segmentalion, iis lcngtit is
tite sum ob lengiits of iis curves.

Connected components of R/S(B). If B is made of piecewise afine curves,
iheir number is finite. Wc sitalí denote ítem by (O4~ and calI ítem «areas».

Conimon boundary of two arcas O~ and O~ Wc denole it by b(0,, O). II is
contained in S(B). Ib i =1~ b(03) denotes tite boundary of O,,.

Two dimensional measure of O,. Denoled by ¡O~¡.

¿-neigbbourbood of a subset A of II. It is tite sel of alí poinis of R witose
Hausdorfl’ distance to A is less titan e. Titis set is denoled by A’.

Jordan cune. It is a coniinuous one lo one application c from IR/Z into
IR

2. In other terms, a noncrossing curve witose tips are equal.

Jordan curve ¡u R. II is a ciliter a Jordan curve witit range in R, or a
continuous curve c from ]0,L[ mio R sucit thai or c(0-i-) and c(1 —) exisí and
are on tite boundary of R.

Jordan cune tbeorem. A Jordan curve c divides IR2 in iwo connecied
components, one bounded whicit is «enclosed by o> and one unbounded. A
Jordan curve in R can be exiended in a Jordan curve ob IR2 in a standard way:
one joins c(0)and c(1) by a geodesic of lite boundary ob R. In case witere titere
are two sucit geodesics, one citooses one of .titem by some orientalion
crilerion. Wiiit these conveniions, we still can speak ob tite area ob 1?
«enclosed by R».
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Isoperimeirie inequality in IR2 and R. Denote by O tite area enclosed by a
Jordan curve c of IR2. Titen one itas l(c)=2ir1<¡2¡0¡1<¡2.In tite case ob a Jordan
curve in R, tite same kind of inequaliíy holás wiíh a smaller constant C:

l(c)=CIO¡’12

Admissible segmentations. B is said admissible ib br any fi’ contained in fi,

one has E(B’)=E(B).
Remark. Any segmentation itas an admisible subsegmenialion B contai-

ned in fi.

Normal segmentations. In sections 3 and 4, we sitalí only consider
segmentations made ob affine closed curves, called segments. Moreover, we
sitalí suppose, according lo tite preceding remark, titat titese segmentations
are adrnissible. Ah segmentations verifying titese conditions will be called
normal. Since tite segments do not overlap, one sees titat such a segmentation
gives tite lengtit of fi as tite sum ob tite lengths ob tite segments. Finally, a
normal segmentation verifies titat:

a) R/S(fi) has a fmite number of connected components. (Indeed, each
open segrnent is in tite boundary ob at mos! two connecied components).

b) Let (OÍ)~~~ be titese connected components. Fach boundary between 0,
and 0~, denoted b(0,, 03) is tite union ob tite ranges of a frnite set of segrnents.

c) Each open segment of fi is in tite boundary of exactly two distinct
arcas. Indeed, iban open segmení has its support in tite boundary of only one
O,, tite corresponding curve can be removed brorn fi wititout changing u and
titerefore tite segmeníation is not adrnissible.

Tite only reason for whicit we citoose to consider segmentations made of’
aWxne curves is that adding a segmení to such segrnentations cannot create
infinitely many crossings.

2. PASSING TO THE LIMIT IN MINIMIZING
SEQIJENCES FOR E(B)

Definition. Wc sitalí say titat tite segmenhation fi, tends to fi ‘f
fi = (cj, ~ and ~feacit c~, tends to each c1 uniformly.

yLemma 1. ¡f fi, tends ¡o fi, riten S(B,.) íends to 5(R) for tite Hausdorff
distance and l(B)~ liminf, 1(8»).

Proof. Straightforward. Note that it can happen that l(B)<E,,l(ck).
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Lemnia 2. E(B) is a lower xemicontinuous funetional witit rexpecí to tite
preceding topology.

Proof. Let B,, tend to B in tite sense defined aboye. Nole iitat by our
conventions, u,, and u are automatically defined brom fi,, and fi. Fix ¿ >0. For
ti large enougit we itave d(fi», B) =e. Denote by S(jilf tite sel ob ah x in R sucit
ihat d(x, S(B)) ce. Titen S(B,,) is conlained in S(fiy and every connected
componení O~ of R/S(Bf is included in one componení O,, of R/S(B,,). Titus u,,
is locahly constant on every connected component of R/S(By. Since litese
connected components are enumerable, we can extract a subsequence of u,,,
still called u,,, wicit converges pointwise in R/S(Bf. By a diagonal selection
argumení, one can make 8~ iend to zero and extract anoliter subsequence u,
converging poiniwise everywhere in R/S(B~. Let u = hm u,,. Clearly u is
constant in every connected component of R/S(fif. Indeed, iaken two points
x, y of sucit a component, one itas x and y in lite same component of R/S(fif
bor smahl e and titerebore u,,(x)=ri,,(y) for large n, thai is frnally u(x)=u(y).

Titus (u, B) is a segmentation ob g, and moreover by Fatou’s lemma one
itas j¡u—g¡~Clim inb[¡u,,—g¡¡. Titen by use oblemma 1 we oblain titat E(B) is
lower semicontinuous.

3. ESTIMATES QN THE AREAS AND LENGTHS OF
AN ADMISSIBLE SEGMENTATION

Lemma 3. Let (u, fi) be a normal segmentation. Titen for an>’ i andj, l(b(01,
O.,»=4mm (¡04, ¡94).

Proof. Remove alí segments ob b(0,, O). We oblain a new segmentalion fi’.
By lite admissibility of fi, one itas: E(B’)=E(fi). Sel u’ = u on any area ob
11/5(B) difYerent from O, and 0~ and, assuming bor instance tital ¡0,¡ < ¡Oj, define
u on tite union of 0, and 0~ as tite value of rin %. Then clearly we itave

E(B) ~ E(fi’)c E(B) — l(b(0,, O)) + 4¡0,¡

(Indeed, since g(x, y)¡=1,one itas Iu’—gI
2=4on R).

Lemma 4. Let B be a normal segmentation, ami O~ tite connected component
of 11/5(B) with minimal nieasure. Titen 0, ver(fies tite following inverse
ísoperimetric inequality:

l(b(O4L=C’¡041<¡2 (where C’ depends on R and g)
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Proof. Let J be lite set of alí 1 sucit lital b(0,) meets b(0<¡). By lemma 3,

l(b(01, 0))=4¡0,¡, and titerefore

Card(J)=¡(b(04)/4¡01j (1)

Now, eacit01 venfies O~¡ =¡O~¡ and titerefore by tite isoperimetric inequality in

One clearly itas E<¡ l(b(0j» =2 1(B).
Titus by (2) Card(J)CjO,¡”

2 =21(B)
and by (1) l(b(0

1))C¡01¡’”
2/4=2¡(fi),

Lenima 5. Let c be a Jordan curve contained in B. Titen 1(c)=C¡0,¡”2.

Proof. By tite Jordan curve titeorem in R, c divides R in two areas. Take a
connected component O ob R/S(fi) contained in tite area enclosed by c. Titen
one itas l(c)=C¡0I”2=C¡0,¡1’2.

Lenima 6. Titere exixt two real nuínbers ¿ atid c~ such titat for an>’
segmentation B witit E(B)=mins E(B) +s, titen alí connected componerns 0, of
R/S(B) ver¡¡y ¡O~¡ =

Proof. Define a new segmenialion fi’ composed by:
— parametrizaiions ob tite bour sides of tite boundary b(S) of an open

square 5 wiiit center in O~ and side 4C’¡0,¡”2.
— For eacit segment c ob B, parametrizations of tite (at rñost two)

segmenis witose unión is S(c)/S.

By lemma 4, 0~ is contained in tite square 5’ wiiit tite same cenier as 5 and
side 2C’¡0,¡”2. Leí us now estimate tite lengtit of alí lite curves of B coníained
in 5. Let 0~ be one of lite areas witicit ioucites O,. Titus b(0,) meeis one ob lite
connecíed components of b(0

3), say it3. Since b3 is a closed polygon, it contains
at least one .lordan curve which is still contained in S(fi). Titus by lemma 5
one itas 1(b)=C¡04”

2. Ib it
1 is contained in tite square 5, one still itas

l(b1 fl 5)=C¡0,l”
2.

If not, lite lengití of tite part of tite it} conlained in 5 is grealer titan tite
distance beiween b(S’) and it(s), tital is:

l(b<¡ fl S)=C’¡0,¡”2.
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Titus [u,v] and [x,y] are in fací nearby diameiers of D and iitey do nol cross.
By eveniually ecitanging u and y we obíain tital l¡u—xI¡ and ¡¡v—y¡¡ are
titan Ce2. Tite coníradiclion comes by modifying B’ as follows: we add lo fi’
lite segmenis [u,x] and [y,>’]and remove one ob tite segnients [u,v] or [x,y].
Titis does not modify lite connecied componenis outside O. Titus we itave
subsiracied from E(B’) a lengtit of order 2e, whicit is a coniradiclion.

If now a new geometrical crossing appears in fi on tite boundary of R: we
leave lite proob lo tite reader.

Lemnia II. Tite geometrical curves of fi are (21.

Proof. Leí c be a curve ob fi, parameirízed by lite lengtit s along tite curve.
If we replace tite curve belween lwo points c(s) and c(s+e) by lite
corresponding segmení, tite isoperimetrie inequalily proves titat tite areas of
bolit connected componenis iouciting c changes less litan Ce2. fi being
minimal, we obtain: ¡¡c(s+s)—c(s)[¡ =¿+C¿2,and Cdepends only on y and 11.
Qne deduces easily from litis relalion iitat c is (2’ and titat C’ 15 Lipscitiiz witit
con~lanl less litan 2(2.

Lemnia 12. lite geometrical croxxing points of fiare as announced in tite
moin íheorem of tite introduction.

Proof. Assume by contradíclion tital more titan titree curves arriVe lo
a geometric crossing point a or tital exactly titree arrive, buí wiih angle
differenl from 1200. Titen lwo of litese curves form an angle striclly less titan
1200. Let e very small and D as aboye. CalI u and y tité firsí crossings of botit
curves witit lite boundary of fi and w lite unique poiní sucit titat lite lines wu,
wv, wa itave 1200 angles. Remove from tite segmentation lite pieces ob curves
au and ay and add lite segmenis wu, wv, wa. Titis modificalion does nol aher
lite connecied components outside O, citanges tite area lerms wilit order ¿2

and reduces tite lengtit of fi wiiit order e: impossible.

Conclusion. By Lemma 1, we itave E(B)=liminf,,E(fi”) and sínce Bis a (2’
segmenialion, it is clear tital E acitieves ils mínimum al fi.

Lemnia 13. If g is continuous, eacit inierior point x of a curve e verifies lite
following Euler-Lagrange equalion:

(Curvalure ob c at x) = (jump ob (u — y)2 accross e at x)

Proof. Comes from a classical periurbation melitod in elasiiciiy titeory.
See RIal and Morel [1].
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